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Spontaneous regression of a big BCC. Is there a role for 
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Abstract
A 95-year-old man presented with a 10cm mass on the forehead with a central ulceration and a rolled edge, hard and fixed with underlying tissues present for 9 
months. Histopathological examination revealed a typical basal cell carcinoma with metatypic features. Computed tomography of the head excluded infiltration of 
the bone and underlying tissues. We also detected two pearly nodular lesions on the left cheek and a similar on the nose suggestive of bccs. The patient was advised to 
start vismodegib but he refused and decided to start a herbal medicine based on aloe verra (one leaf per day) mixed with the juice of one pomegranate and one orange 
daily. After 3 months on the herbal juice the big lesion and all other tumors on the patient’s face regressed totally. Interestingly, he reported that regression of the big 
lesion halted when he stopped the medication for 10 days.
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A 95-year-old man presented with a mass on the forehead of 9 
months duration. The mass was mainly asymptomatic but was growing 
rapidly over a period of 6 months. He had cryotherapy for the lesion 
6 months ago, which resulted in a central non healing ulcer, without 
halting its progression. The patient’s mental and physical health was 
excellent, and he was not on any regular medication. He reported 
surgical excision of two basal cell carcinomas (BCC) one from the left 
ear and one from the side of the nose few years ago. 

On examination we detected a huge tumorous mass on the forehead 
(Figure 1) measuring 10 cm, with a central ulceration, an indurated 
base, and a big, rolled edge at the periphery. The mass was fixed with 
the underlying tissues and was hard and non-tender on palpation. 
Dermoscopy of the rolled edge revealed linear arborizing vessels but no 
maple leaf-like structures. We also detected another three suspicious 
lesions on the patient’s face, two on the left cheek and one on the right 
side of the nose. The lesions on the cheek were nodular with a pearly 
appearance and overlying telangiectasias, whereas on the nose had a 
pearly border and a depressed center. 

A punch biopsy was taken from the border of the mass and 
histopathological examination revealed a typical basal cell carcinoma 
with metatypic features (Figure 2) and the diagnosis of basosquamous 
BCC was established. The patient underwent a computed tomography 
of the head, where infiltration the bone, of the underlying tissues and of 
cervical or preauricular lymph nodes were excluded. The three smaller 
tumors on the patient’s face were diagnosed as BCCs based only on 
clinical features. 

Given that surgery was not feasible for the huge tumor and 
impractical for all the BCCs on the patient’s face and radiotherapy was 
excluded given the metatypic features of the big tumor, the patient was 
advised to start vismodegib. He refused and decided to start a herbal 
medicine based on aloe verra (one whole leaf per day) mixed with the 
juice of one pomegranate and one orange daily. After 3 months on the 

herbal juice the big lesion and all other tumors on the patient’s face 
regressed totally (Figure 3). Interestingly, he reported that regression 
of the big lesion halted when he stopped the medication for 10 days. 
He underwent another computed tomography of the scalp were no 
progression of the big tumor on the forehead was detected. The patient 
refused to have another biopsy in order to detect any residual tumor.

Spontaneous regression of BCCs has been previously described and 
immune response is thought to play a primarily role through CD4+T 
lymphocytes that release cytokines such as INF-γ [1,2]. Similarly, 
incompletely excised BCCs have been shown to regress and no residual 
tumor has been reported upon re-excision in 24-42% of cases. However, 
spontaneous regression of a big tumor such the one in our patient has 
not been previously reported. Although regression of our patient BCCs 
has not been confirmed histologically regression is beyond doubt based 
on clinical data. It is unlikely that cryotherapy triggered an immune 
response and subsequent regression given that the tumor had been 
growing for months after cryotherapy. Interestingly tumor regression 
was arrested when our patient stopped taking his juice with aloe [3,4]. 

Aloe verra contains pharmacologically active ingredients that 
demonstrate diverse biological activities including immunomodulating 
and anticancer effects [5]. Particularly one active ingredient aloe emodin 
has been shown to possess anti-proliferative effects and to induce 
cellular apoptosis, thus demonstrating anti-cancer activity against a 
variety of tumors including neuroectodermal, nasopharyngeal cancer, 
lung squamous cell carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, prostate and 
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gastric cancer [6]. Combined with conventional chemotherapy has 
improved survival in patients with a variety of metastatic tumors and 
has been shown to reduce the incidence of chemotherapy associated 
toxicity [7]. Studies have shown that aloe exerts its anti-cancer activity 
through apoptotic cell death by oxidative stress and sustained JNK 
activation, whereas others have demonstrated cell death through 
S phase arrest [6]. Aloe verra has never been investigated for the 
treatment of BCC and our patient’s case may prompt further studies 
on the role of aloe in inducing BCC regression. 
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Figure 1. A huge metatypic bcc on the patient’s forehead

Figure 2. Clinical regression of the mass on the forehead after aloe treatment 

Figure 3. Histological picture of the tumor on the forehead showing nests of neoplastic 
cells in the mid and deep dermis with peripheral palisading without any considerable 
detachment of the dermis, compatible with metatypical bcc
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